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Photosynthesis is a fundamental fact in Nature.
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We may associate:
 water (the universal solvent) with love;
 carbon (a vital source of energy) with the will which transforms organic
substance into diamonds, symbols of power;
 oxygen (vital to human life) with the negation (oxidation) of evil, that is, the
synthesis of good; and
 glucose (starch) with the peace of right human relations, through which the
Earth’s resources, the bread, can be justly shared.
These intuitive insights may reveal a spiritual formula of the most fundamental process
in Nature as it relates to Humanity’s planetary service.
The human kingdom has a spiritual function similar to that of the angels in the
(lab)oratory of Nature we call the vegetable kingdom. The Great Invocation is the
formula describing this vital process whereby Humanity fulfills its "psycho-synthetic"
function in the planetary ecology.
In this process of Planetary Psychosynthesis, the Soul of One Humanity invokes the
Light, the Love and the Energy or Power emanating from the spiritual Sun, to produce
Right Relations, human and planetary. The very righteousness of these relations seals
the door to evil, thus restoring the Divine Order, the Plan of Goodwill, on Earth.

The Great Invocation
From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Let light stream forth into human minds.
Let Light descend on Earth.
From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into human hearts.
May the Coming One return to Earth.
From the center where the Will of God is known
Let purpose guide all little human wills The purpose which the Masters know and serve.
From the center which we call the human race
Let the Plan of Love and Light work out
And may it seal the door where evil dwells.
Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth.

This year we dedicate the Pan American World Invocation Day to the sealing of the door to
the evil of demagogy, the corruption of democracy resulting from totalitarian tendencies of
authoritarian governments promoting a “post-truth world,” both in Latin America and in the
United States of America.
Let us seal –everywhere– the door where evil dwells!
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